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Motivation

• INTEREST and ENJOYMENT
• TASK VALUE

• GOALS (Purposes for doing)
• INTRINSIC vs EXTRINSIC MOTIVATION 

• EXPECTANCY BELIEFS
• SELF-EFFICACY

• SELF-CONCEPT (Self-Esteem)
• OUTCOME EXPECTATIONS

• ATTRIBUTIONS of success and of failure
•LOCUS OF CONTROL (origins and pawns)

• ANXIETY
•SELF-REGULATION

• FLOW
•GRIT

SOME CURRENT MOTIVATION CONSTRUCTS
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Intrinsic motivation to learn

Mastery and performance approach goal orientations

Confidence in the face of challenges

MOTIVATION

Accurate monitoring and control of learning

Flexibility in applying strategies

Learning through scaffolding

METACOGNITION

COGNITION
A focus on important information in the face of interference

Creation of a well integrated and rich knowledge base

Effective SRL in Games Emphasizes:

Consistent with our hypotheses, serious games were found to be more 

effective in terms of learning (d = 0.29, p < .01) and retention (d = 0.36, 

p < .01), but they were not more motivating (d = 0.26, p > .05) than 

conventional instruction methods. 
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Effective SRL in Games 

Emphasizes:

Motivation

� Intrinsic motivation to learn

� Mastery and performance goal orientations

� Confidence in the face of challenges

Effective SRL in Games 
Emphasizes . . .
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Rewards & Intrinsic/Extrinsic 

Motivation

Spanish town tosses world's 
biggest salad

MADRID (AFP) - A town in southern Spain on 
Saturday tossed what local officials said was the 
world's largest salad, involving 6,700 kilograms 
(14,740 pounds) of lettuce, tomato, onion, 
pepper and olives.  It took 20 cooks over three 
hours to mix all the ingredients needed to make 
the salad in the town of Pulpi in the province of 
Almeria, one of Spain's main fruit and vegetable 
growing areas.  "Excellent coordination since 
the beginning made it possible to meet this 
challenge," said Lorenzo Navarro, the head of 
the Association of Businessmen and 
Storekeepers of Pulpi which organized the 
event with the town hall.  The salad will be 
distributed to restaurants in Pulpi who will 
provide it for free to their clients, he told 
reporters.  A Guinness World Records judge was 
on hand to confirm that the salad had set a new 
record, Spanish media reported.

Haile Gebrselassie, In Berlin, 
Mentions The Major Number 2:03:00

He ran 2:05:56 to win in Berlin in 2006 and 
then a 2:06:52 for a Fukuoka victory in 
December - the shortest interval ever between 
sub-2:07 marathons. His acknowledged goal is 
to break Paul Tergat's
Gebrselassie_hailepcsberlin07 world record of 
2:04:55 on Sunday, but at a press conference, 
ask to mock up an ad campaign, Gebrselassie
did a line drawing of himself and wrote 
underneath it ‘2:03:00 – I will show you.’ Then 
he commented: "Well, 2:04 would be okay as 
well. You always have to aim high." 
Gebrselassie explains, "to become stronger in 
the last part of the marathon I increased my 
speed in the final part of my training runs." For 
the Ethiopian hero, Berlin "is the best course 
and there are incredible spectators." World 
Championship Sports Network (WCSN.com) is 
providing live coverage of the Berlin Marathon 
starting at 2:45 a.m. on Sunday.

More likely to be . . . .. 

Situational interest: Personal interest:
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Interest . . .

� Personal interest - relatively stable, enduring 

disposition

� Situational interest - an interest in the task or 

activity because of the context

� Both types are typically positively related to memory, 

attention, comprehension, deeper cognitive 

engagement, thinking, and achievement

Interest . . .

� Situational interest may be a introductory pathway to 

personal interest

� Certain instructional factors have been show to 

activate interest (e.g., puzzles, group work, use of 

technology) while others maintain interest 

(meaningful work and active involvement of learners)
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Example of Constructivist 
Teaching:

Robin Williams character in 
Dead Poet’s Society is a prime 
example of constructivist 
teaching.  He encourages:

Personal interest

Background knowledge

Active learning

An emphasis on personal 
meaning

Critical thinking

B. F. SKINNER

OPERANT 
CONDITIONING

OPERANT BEHAVIORS ARE ACTIONS 
THAT INDIVIDUALS TAKE TO MEET THE 
DEMANDS OF THEIR ENVIRONMENTS
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Recommendations for Reinforcement 
from Behaviorism

☛Reinforce immediately following the desired 
behavior 

☛Use the least tangible or elaborate reinforcer that 
will work

☛Use PreMack Principle or �Grandma�s Rule�--Eat 
your vegetables so you may go play

☛Make the reinforcement process informational

☛Try reinforcement before punishment if possible

☛Use reinforcement to shape behavior

The Process of Shaping

• First, reinforce any response that in some way 
resembles the target behavior

• Then reinforce a response that more closely 
approximates the target behavior (no longer 
reinforcing the previously reinforced response).

• Then reinforce a response that resembles the target 
behavior even more closely

• Continue reinforcing closer and closer 
approximations to the target behavior

• Finally, reinforce only the target behavior
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Schedules of Reinforcement 

Continuous Intermittent 

Interval Ratio 

Fixed Variable Fixed Variable 

Fixed 
Interval 

Variable 
Interval 

Fixed 
Ratio 

Variable 
Ratio 

Fixed Interval
Reinforcement after set period of time

Examples

� Weekly Quiz

� Preparing for class to start everyday

� Shopping for Holiday or Birthday gifts

� Praising a hyperactive child every 15 minutes for 
appropriate classroom behavior

� Feeding your pets every morning

Response Rate

� Increases as time for reinforcement approaches, then drops 
off after reinforcement
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Variable Interval
Reinforcement after varying lengths of time

Examples
� Pop Quizzes
� Telling students that their projects that they are 

working on will be graded in �a few days�
� A pigeon being reinforced on a random time basis 

for pecking at a panel that lights up
� Giving your students tokens for being on task at 

different times during the day
Response Rate
� Slow, steady rate of responding; very little pause after reinforcement

Fixed Ratio
Reinforcement after set number of responses

Examples

üPaying workers $50 for every car they paint

üGiving a pizza coupon for every third book read

üGiving a struggling speller computer time for every 10 new 
words spelled correctly

üReceiving an advanced colored belt in karate after meeting 
the requirements at each stage

üReceiving recognition pins for writing every 5 essays

Response Rate

Rapid response rate; pause after reinforcement
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Variable Ratio
Reinforcement after varying # of responses

Examples

üPlaying slot machines

üTelemarketers calling to solicit credit cards

üA dog occasionally getting a bone after begging

üStudents being called upon at random when raising their 
hands

üMaintaining a high level of academic performance because of 
occasional praise from a respected teacher

Response Rate

Very high response rate; little pause after reinforcement

3 Foundational Studies
� Deci (1971) Gave college students an “interesting” 

spatial-relations problem.  One group received 
money the other didn’t.  Those not offered 
payment were found to engage in problem solving 
even when not required to.

� Lepper (1973) Had preschoolers draw with 
markers, a task the children were initially 
interested in doing in the classroom.  Half were 
offered a recognition ribbon.  Kids offered a 
reward show a lack of interest in drawing with 
markers during the following weeks of class

� Cameron and Pierce (1994) Conducted a meta-
analysis and found that rewards only had a 
negative affect on intrinsic motivation when 
rewards were tangible and promised without 
regard to performance
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Alfie Kohn on rewards . . . 

“The point to be emphasized is that all rewards, by 

virtue of being rewards, are not attempts to influence or 

persuade or solve problems together, but simply to 

control.” (p. 27)  

Kohn’s key issues:

� Rewards must be judged on whether they lead to 

lasting change after the reward has ceased

� Rewards usually improve performance at 

extremely simple tasks, and even then they 

improve only quantitative performance

� Rewards will most likely fail on interesting or 

creative tasks

� Rewards are used to control or manipulate people 

� Rewards discourage risk-taking
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Effect of Rewards

� Praise, if used correctly, can increase 

intrinsic motivation by being informational

� Give unexpected rewards

� Avoid tangible rewards for something the 

student already finds interesting

� Rewards may decrease intrinsic motivation 

when given for simply engaging in an 

activity.  Rewards should be contingent 

upon meeting a standard or advanced level 

of performance

Effect of Rewards

� When initial interest in a task is low rewards 

may increase academic engagement

� Rewards may squelch risk-taking if used 

improperly

� Decreases in intrinsic motivation are high 

when rewards are highly salient

� Depending on the context rewards may hinder 

creativity
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Implications for Serious Games:

� Rewards have a very powerful effect on 

learners – recognition of how this effects 

motivation in both game-based and traditional 

learning contexts should be considered

� Attempt to capitalize on the intrinsic 

motivation of the learner and the interest in 

the skills or content being taught in the game.

Effective SRL in Games 
Emphasizes . . .
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Carol Dweck

Implicit Beliefs 
about Intelligence 
& Goal Orientation
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Implicit Beliefs about Intelligence

� Learning goals lead to greater persistence, 
more varied strategy use, appropriate help-
seeking and are more likely to have high 
self-efficacy and attribute success to 
controllable factors such as effort and 
strategy use

� Performance goals lead to attempting easy 
rather than challenging problems, a 
defensive attitude regarding ability, and a 
greater frequency of developing learned 
helplessness because of fear of failure

Fostering Adaptive Goals

� Promote the view that intellectual 
development is controllable

� Reward effort and improvement

� Emphasize the process, rather than just the 
products, of learning

� Stress that mistakes are a normal (and 
healthy) part of learning

� Encourage individual, rather than group, 
evaluative standards
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“Perhaps the most appropriate view represents 
an integration of both entity and incremental 
theories, that is, a recognition of present 
differences in relative ability but an emphasis on 
individual growth in ability.”

Dweck & Leggett, 1988

More Recent Conceptions . . . 

� Mastery Approach - for attaining task-based or 

intrapersonal competence

� Mastery Avoid - for avoiding task-based or 

intrapersonal incompetence

� Performance Approach - for attaining normative 

competence

� Performance Avoid - for avoiding normative 

incompetence
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What is this measuring?

Grit
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Implications for Serious Games:

� Learners with only performance approach goals are 

shallow learners – a multiple goal perspective is likely 

more appropriate

� Promote the idea that becoming an effective learner 

takes time and effort, failure is likely part of the 

process of attaining skill

� Assist learners to be more self-regulated by helping 

them learn when to emphasize certain goals or toggle 

between goal orientations

Effective SRL in Games 
Emphasizes . . .
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“Your future endeavors may be 

influenced more by your BELIEFS 

about your abilities than your 

actual abilities themselves.”

“You are not doing learners a service 

by building them up with a false 

sense of accomplishment.”

An individual’s        
representation of reality      

that has enough               
personal validity and credibility
to guide behavior and thought

WHAT IS A BELIEF?
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Self-Efficacy

Judgment of one’s ability to 

perform a task within a 

specific domain

“People's level of motivation, affective 
states, and actions are based more on 
what they believe than on what is 
objectively the case.”

Albert Bandura
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Self-Efficacy for map navigation, landforms, and map models 

How are self-efficacy and self-concept different?

Self-Efficacy

Ø Context specific

Ø Competence for performing specific tasks

Ø Reference points for judgments tend to be inherent within the task 
requirements (e.g. How confident are you that you can successfully 
write a good essay on the information processing model?)

Self-Concept

Ø Judgment of competence at a broad level

Ø Evaluates feelings of self worth

Ø Reference points for judgments tend to be social and self-
comparisons (e.g. I am a better reader than most of my classmates/ I 
am better at science than I am at math)
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High Efficacy Learners

� Engage in challenging tasks

� Persist when goals are not initially reached

They also . . .

� Expend high effort when faced with challenging tasks

� Believe they will succeed

� Control stress and anxiety when goals are not met

� Believe they are in control of their environment

� Discard unproductive strategies

� Perform higher than low-efficacy students of equal 
ability

WHERE DOES IT COME FROM?

SELF-EFFICACY

PAST PERFORMANCE

VERBAL PERSUASION

PSYCHOLOGICAL STATES

MODELING
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Dweck on self-esteem . . .

“Self-esteem, we will see, is something completely different 
in the incremental system.  It is not an internal quantity that is 
fed by easy successes and diminished by failures.  It is a 
positive way of experiencing yourself when you are fully 
engaged and are using your abilities to the utmost in pursuit 
of something you value.

It is not something we give to people by telling them about 
their high intelligence.  It is something we equip them to get 
for themselves -- by teaching them to value learning over the 
appearance of smartness, to relish challenge and effort, and to 
use errors as routes to mastery”  pg. 4; Self Theories 2000

Improving Self Efficacy

ØPresent challenging yet doable activities that are 

mastery oriented

ØArm with numerous cognitive and metacognitive 

strategies

ØEncourage with specific feedback related to 

performance

ØAvoid verbal persuasion, even subtle persuasion, 

which may diminish engagement

ØGain awareness not only of ability but also perceptions 

of ability
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Higher Self-efficacy can Lead to Lower Performance 
on Exams

Vancouver (2006) found within-person negative 
correlations between self-efficacy and performance, 
planned and reported study time on exams during a 
psychology course.  Between-person correlations 
between self-efficacy and performance were still 
positive.  So, students with higher levels of self-
efficacy overall tend to perform at higher levels.  
However, high self-efficacy during the course can 
lead individuals to study less and thus perform at 
lower levels.  Higher study preparation was exhibited 
with lower levels of self-efficacy.  Higher self-
efficacy led to higher goal setting for the exams.

� Encourage learners to engage in challenging 

tasks where scaffolded support is offered at 

critical junctures

� Increased self-efficacy could lead to increased 

cognitive engagement that can translate into 

improved cognitive and metacognitive skills and 

an increase in background knowledge

Implications for Serious Games:
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Attribution Theory

Attribution Theory
ØThe study of the causal explanations for 

success and failure

ØEfficacy focuses on confidence for future 

performance whereas attributional 

judgments relate to past events

Ø3 primary dimensions of attributional 

responses: Locus of Control, Stability, and 

Controllability

ØStudent attributions are derived not only 

from themselves but also are influenced 

through interactions with teachers, 

parents, and peers
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Attribution Locus Stability Controllability Examples 
Inherited 
ability or 
aptitude 

 
Internal 

 
Stable 

 
Uncontrollable 

“I have talent.” 
“I wasn’t cut out for 
this.” 

 
Personality 

 
Internal 

 
Stable 

 
Uncontrollable 

“I’m naturally 
outgoing.” 
“I’m a very anxious 
person.” 

 
Effort 

 
Internal 

 
Unstable 

 
Controllable 

“I worked really 
hard to improve my 
skill.” 
“I didn’t study long 
enough.” 

Study 
Strategy 

Internal Unstable Controllable “The mnemonics I 
used really helped.” 

 

Attribution Locus Stability Controllability Examples 
Health/Energy 
Level 

 
Internal 

 
Unstable 

 
Uncontrollable 

“I was feeling really 
good that day.” 
“I had the flu when I 
tried out.” 

Task Difficutly  
External 

 
Stable 

 
Uncontrollable 

“Math is easy.” 
“The test was too 
hard.” 

 
Teacher’s 
Attitudes 

 
External 

 
Stable 

 
Uncontrollable 

“My teacher helps 
me when I have 
trouble.” 
“My teacher doesn’t 
like me.” 

Luck/Chance External Unstable Uncontrollable “This is my lucky 
day.” 
“You never know 
when something bad 
will happen to you.” 
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Encouraging Adaptive Attributions

ØAbove all, emphasize EFFORT for achieving goals

ØLearner attributions are affected by explicit feedback 
from the teacher (e.g. “maybe you just don’t have talent 
in math”) and through more subtle feedback (“offering 
unsolicited help)

ØMore successful learners tend to attribute their success 
and failure to internal and controllable factors such as 
effort and strategy use

ØAssist learners by explicitly discussing different types of 
attributions

ØConsider alternative attributions such as prior 
knowledge, strategies, monitoring skills, & automaticity

Success in the Early Grades for Finns Linked to 

Ability Attributions

Rytkonen et al. (2005; 2009) have found in a 

longitudinal project that parents increasingly 

attributed their children’s success to ability as they 

began primary school.  In addition, there was a 

reciprocal effect in that the higher the achievement 

of the children during the school year the more the 

parents attributed success to ability which then led 

to increased achievement gains by the children.  The 

more parents attributed success to effort the lower 

the performance the children exhibited.  Thus, at 

the early grades ability attributions appear to 

facilitate higher achievement.  
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� The choice of attribution that is most beneficial to the 

learner may be contextual, however you generally want 

to avoid learners attributing failure to lack of ability

� As a teacher, parent, mentor, or coach your task is to 

assist in identifying the point where improvement is 

needed (e.g., better strategies) and target that as an 

attribution – thus specific feedback is important

� Successful learners likely know that they have high 

ability but it is important to also emphasize the 

importance of effort.  An overemphasis on ability could 

lead to overconfidence and failure on a task

Implications for Effective Learners:


